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ABSTRACT

The removal of constraints upon traffic flow in order to allow more efficient user−preferred routing is a major
thrust of current ATM research. Many of the constraints that currently exist arise from the requirement that
workload be matched to the capability of a human controller who is responsible for a fixed volume (sector) of
airspace. This paper evaluates the average workload, workload peaks, and rates of multi−aircraft conflicts that
result from relaxing flow and routing restrictions. The increased variability in sector workload that results
from unstructured traffic flow can have a negative effect upon sector productivity even when average traffic
levels are unchanged. As traffic density increases, the conflict workload experienced by individual aircraft
grows more slowly than the conflict rate experienced by sector controllers. A practical implication is that the
accommodation of increasing traffic densities without increased flow restrictions will eventually require the
introduction of innovative traffic management architectures in which the conflict resolution workload
currently assigned entirely to controllers in static sectors will be distributed among automation, aircrews, and
controller teams.
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Notation

α

Probability that the sector loading will exceed Nmax.

ε

Sector efficiency (average loading allowed as a fraction of maximum tolerable
loading, Nmax]

G

Sector workload intensity (Schmidt model)

κ

Three−dimensional (volumetric) density of aircraft
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λ

Arrival rate of customers at a queue

λAC

Conflict rate experienced by an individual aircraft (conflicts/hr)

λC

Conflict rate experienced by a sector controller(conflicts/hr)

λS

Arrival rate of aircraft entering a sector.(AC/hr)

Mh

Half−width of the alert volume for a single aircraft.

Mv

Half−height of the alert volume for a single aircraft

Nmax

Maximum number of aircraft that can enter a sector without overload.

ΝS

Number of aircraft in a sector

Q

Volume of sector (nmi3)

ρ

Traffic intensity in a queueing system.

T

Average sector transit time

τC

Amount of time sector controller spends to resolve a conflict (including devising
solution, communicating solution, monitoring, and recovery)

τR

Average time required by controller (after detection) to devise and communicate a
conflict resolution

τS

Amount of time sector controller spends on routine tasks for each aircraft that
enters the sector.

Vi

Ground speed of aircraft i

Vij

Relative speed between two selected aircraft

Workload Implications of Free Flight Concepts

1. Issues Arising from Free Flight
The goal of current free flight initiatives is "a safe and efficient flight operating capability under instrument flight rules (IFR) in which
the operators have the freedom to select their path and speed in real time." [Ref. 1] Under this concept, aircraft would fly on
user−preferred routes chosen for operating efficiency rather than compatibility with air traffic management (ATM) structures. The
attendant relaxing of traffic flow structure has many effects upon the air traffic control process. Of particular interest are the workload
and task changes experienced by sector controllers as traffic flow structure is relaxed. Understanding these impacts provides an
indication of where the impediments to free flight will arise and where innovations will be needed to ensure the implementation of the
free flight vision.
This paper will present a set of simple mathematical models that provide approximate answers to some fundamental ATM
performance issues associated with free flight. The effects of increased randomness in traffic flow upon sector loading is analyzed.
Conflict rates experienced by both aircrews and sector controllers are estimated and the resulting sector workload intensity is estimated
using a simple workload model. The probability of multiple simultaneous conflicts is computed and shown to be a potential constraint
upon traffic densities.
1.1 Flow Structure in a Sectorized ATM System
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Sectorization is a fundamental architectural feature of the world's air traffic control systems. A sector is a volume of airspace within
which one and only one sector controller has responsibility for separation of traffic1. As aircraft cross sector boundaries, a reliable and
unambiguous hand−off procedure must be executed to transfer control and communication responsibilities.
A second major architectural feature of conventional air traffic control is standardized routing in which aircraft follow specified routes
which require them to enter and exit sectors at defined points. Although controllers often approve non−standard routing, there is
generally an understanding that when traffic loading makes it advisable, aircraft will be required to follow standard routes.
A variety of operational considerations are taken into account in designing sectors and specifying standard routes. For example, the
shape of sectors is usually such that the predominant traffic flow is parallel to the longest dimension of the sector. Routes are usually
specified so that they remain clear of boundaries and well within radar coverage, and avoid high−speed (head−on) encounters between
opposing streams of traffic.
The resulting traffic flow structure, while helpful to the sector controller, results in a number of inefficiencies from the point of view of
aircraft operators. One of the principal goals of the free flight concept is to remove these restrictions and thus allow more efficient
user−preferred routing. However allowing unstructured traffic flow has potentially significant implications for sector controller
workload. For instance:
• The probability of simultaneous hand−offs may increase due to aircraft flying on parallel paths.
• Aircraft may fly near the sector boundary and thus interact with traffic not under sector control.
• Sector penetration may occur more frequently through the floor or ceiling of the sector.
• The likelihood of multi−aircraft conflicts may increase.
• The likelihood of simultaneous conflicts may increase.
• The likelihood of conflicts occurring immediately after hand−off may increase.
• Conventional flow control tools, such as imposing miles−in−trail restrictions on major routes, may be unavailable.
• The generally more complex and varied nature of the flow may degrade situation awareness. In order to ensure a continue progress
toward the ultimate free flight objective, these potential stresses upon the sector controller must be understood and an adequate set of
compensating procedures and automation must be provided in a timely manner.
1. In some cases, a team of two or more controllers assigned to a sector may work in a closely coordinated way to carry out the air traffic control
functions. However, even in such cases one can usually identify a single "radar controller" who bears most of the mental workload associated with
conflict resolution

2. Sector Loading Analysis
The term sector loading will refer to the number of aircraft, NS, that are simultaneously present within a given air traffic control
sector. This section will examine the statistics of this quantity under structured and unstructured scenarios.

2.1 Sector Loading (Poisson Model)
When aircraft fly independent user−preferred routes, their locations with respect to sector boundaries will be effectively randomized 2.
If aircraft positions are independently distributed in the airspace of interest with volumetric density κ, then the probability that there
will be NS aircraft in a sector of volume Q at a given time is given by the Poisson distribution. HenceThe mean and standard deviation
of NS are

The mean and standard deviation of NS are

2.2 Flow Rate Relationships
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Sector loading can be related to the sector throughput (aircraft/hour entering the sector).
Suppose that there are several routes feeding the sector, each contributing an arrival rate λi. The total arrival rate for the sector is then

If the traffic is well−distributed among several independent routes, then the contributions of each route to NS will be independent. If
Ti is the average time that aircraft on route i are in the sector, then the expected number of aircraft in the sector due to route i is λiTi
and the expected number of aircraft in the sector is

If all routes have the same average sector transition time, E[Ti] = T, then this simplifies further to

Combining equation [2.2] and [2.5], we see that

2.3 Sector Loading Simulation Results
When traffic flow is conditioned by requiring aircraft to fly in−trail on standard routes, fluctuations in sector loading are reduced.
Freedom in routing results in greater independence between aircraft trajectories and produces greater variation in the traffic loading
experienced by any given sector, even though the average sector loading is unchanged. This is evident in Figure 2.1which provides a
histogram of the number of aircraft in a sector resulting from simulation of 50 hours of operation under two different flow conditions.
In the first case aircraft enter on a single route with a 60 second in−trail requirement. In the second, aircraft enter on separate routes
with no in−trail requirement.
The average number of aircraft in the sector is the same for both cases. But a significant difference can be seen in the tails of the
distribution. In the in−trail case, there are never more than 15 aircraft in the sector. For the unstructured case, there is a significant
probability of having 16 or more aircraft in the sector. In fact, as many as 22 aircraft were observed at one point.

2.4 Efficiency in Sector Loading
In a practical ATM system, the design of sectors and the control of traffic flow must ensure that individual sectors are not often
presented with a sector loading that exceeds the level that the sector controller can safely handle. Let this constraint be expressed as a
limit, Nmax, to the number of aircraft that can be accommodated in a sector.
If the loading for each sector in a system were precisely regulated, we could envision a system in which the average sector loading is
very close to Nmax. Such a system would have a high level of ATM productivity in the sense that it would minimize the number of
controllers required to handle the total traffic load. However, when the flow is random there will be fluctuations in the sector loading.
The average loading of sectors must then be kept well below the maximum loading so that random fluctuations do not produce
frequent sector overloads.
Suppose that a design criterion were imposed upon the ATM system to require that the probability of overload (NS > Nmax) be less
than a specified probability α. In actual practice, the process for sector design will be much more complicated, but the basic
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constraints resulting from this criterion should nevertheless provide insight into a major consideration affecting the actual result. We
can define the sector loading efficiency, ε, as the fraction of the maximum loading that can be tolerated on average, i.e.,

Figure 2.1 Free flow of traffic into a sector results in greater probability of transient peaks in section loading.
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Maximum Sector Loading, Nmax
Figure 2.2. Efficiency in sector loading for random flow conditions.
Efficiency is the average number of aircraft in a sector divided
by the maximum acceptable traffic loading for that sector.
In Figure 2.1, the conditioned flow resulted in an average sector loading of 11.5 aircraft while the sector loading never exceeded 15
aircraft. This would correspond to a sector loading efficiency of 76% assuming that Nmax=15. Efficiencies for the free flow case can
be obtained by using equations [2.1] and [2.2] to note that if P[ NS > Nmax] < α then

E[N]α is found by solving [2.8].
Figure 2.2 shows the resulting efficiency for several values of α. For practical values of Nmax and α, the efficiency tends to be less
than 50 percent. There appears to be a significant penalty in efficiency when the sector loading is conditioned to accommodate the
randomness of traffic flow. The value of Nmax may also decrease with randomness due to greater workload being expended per
aircraft. (This effect will be discussed in Section 4 below).
2.

This is not to imply that aircraft densities are uniformly distributed over the entire airspace. This assumption requires only that the dispersion
produced by removing the structure produce the appearance of randomness with respect to a single sector (which is typically less than 100 miles in
extent).

3.0 Basic Conflict Rate Calculations
3.1 Alert Rate Model for Aircraft
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For purposes of calculating conflict rates, it will be assumed that a conflict occurs whenever two aircraft approach within a distance
Mh horizontally and Mv vertically simultaneously. If we define a cylindrical alert volume of diameter 2Mh and height 2Mv, then a
conflict occurs whenever an intruding aircraft penetrates this volume [Ref. 2]. If Vij is the relative speed between the subject aircraft
and some set of randomly located intruders, then the relative motion of the alert volume sweeps out new volume at the rate 4 Mh Mv
Vij (see Figure 3.1). The expected rate at which aircraft appear within the swept volume is simply the volumetric density of traffic
multiplied by the volume rate. Let κ be the volumetric density of all traffic. Then κ fV(Vij) dVij is the density of traffic in a relative
velocity interval dVij at Vij. The incremental contribution to the conflict rate from this subset of aircraft is

The total conflict rate, found by integrating this over the entire range of relative speeds, is

3.2 Alert Rate Model for Sector Controller
At what rate do conflicts arise within a single air traffic control sector? If there are NS aircraft within a sector, each experiencing
conflicts at an average rate of λAC, then the total rate of conflicts seen by all aircraft is NS λAC. At practical traffic densities, the
great majority of these conflicts are pairwise conflicts (involving only two aircraft). Thus the rate of pair conflicts seen by the sector
controller is approximately

The ratio between the conflict rate for a pilot and that for a controller is NS /2. Since the aircraft conflict rate increases as NS, the rate
experienced by the controller increases as NS 2. Today, en route controllers are sometimes expected to handle 10−15 aircraft
simultaneously [Ref. 7]. At this loading, controllers must be able to handle a conflict rate that is 6 to 10 times larger than the conflict
rate that experienced by an individual aircraft flying in the same sector. This has significant workload implications as traffic
densities increase. The workload imposed by conflict resolution can appear to the sector controller to be increasing to intolerable levels
while individual pilots are observing only moderate increases in interactions with other aircraft.

4. Sector Workload Modeling
4.1 Sector Workload Intensity
Schmidt [Ref. 8] found that a useful predictor of the workload experienced by the sector controller could be obtained by simply adding
up the total work time imposed by all the various tasks given to the controller. Schmidt found that when this sum equaled
approximately 80% of the total time available, controllers reported that the sector had reached its maximum loading. For purposes of
this analysis, we will employ the Schmidt approach by defining a workload intensity measure, G, as

where τS is the seconds of routine work per aircraft handled by the sector and τS is the seconds of work associated with each conflict
resolved. Schmidt suggested that τS= 60 seconds and τC=50 seconds were
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Figure 3.1 Alert rate model (horizontal view). Any aircraft with relative velocity Vij
will alarm if it is within the shaded area.
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Traffic Density (AC per 10000 nmi3)
Figure 4.1. The amount of workload devoted to conflict resolution increases with traffic density.

appropriate for en route systems that he observed. When G=80%, the sector will be considered to be loaded to capacity. Note that as
defined above G is an average value and does not take into account fluctuations in loading such as those we discussed earlier in regard
to sector loading. Hence, the 80% value may have to be reduced in practice.
Using the sector loading and alert rate equations previously derived, the G value for a particular value of NS can be written

Since NS has a Poisson distribution for unstructured flow, the expected value of this quantity can be written as

Substituting κQ for E[NS] then yields
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Because κQ >>1 for sectors of reasonable size and loading, the τC term is roughly proportional to κ2 while the τS term is proportional
to κ.
Equation [4.4] is a key result that provides insight into the pressure placed upon the sector controller as traffic grows. Because the part
of the workload intensity that results from conflict resolution increases roughly as the square of the traffic density, the sector workload
grows at an increasingly rapid pace as traffic density increases. The fraction of the total workload associated with conflict resolution
also grows. Figure 4.1 illustrates this effect.
4.2 Sector Loading Summary
Figure 4.2 provides a more complete summary of the sector loading characteristics for the case shown in Figure 4.1. For this case, the
limit of supportable workload (G =80%) is reached at a traffic density of approximately 0.0005 AC/nmi3. At this traffic density, the
sector acceptance rate is λS=40 AC/hr and there are an average of NS=10 aircraft in the sector simultaneously. The aircraft experience
conflicts at a rate of λAC=1.3/hr, and the controller is handling λC=6.5 conflicts/hr. If τS and τC are reduced by increased
automation, the workload curve (G ) will be reduced, but the other curves will not change. This figure clearly shows that increasing
traffic density has a more dramatic effect on the controller conflict rate (λC) than upon the aircraft conflict rate (λAC).
4.3 Benefits of Automation
One way of reducing workload, and hence improving sector productivity, is to reduce the task time parameters τS and τC . Figure 4.3
shows the permitted sector traffic density (assuming a limit of G=80%) as a function of the task workload parameters. Note that when
the routine workload is high, as in a system with little automation, the value of τC has little impact on capacity. This is because the
sector controller reaches the workload limit while most of the workload is still devoted to routine tasks. But as τS decreases, the
workload limit is reached at a point at which conflict tasks constitute a greater fraction of the total workload. The permitted traffic
density is then more sensitive to τC.
Automation applied to routine traffic management tasks (such as arranging flight strips, accepting hand−offs, and conveying frequency
assignments to aircraft) continues to make progress in reducing the time associated with routine tasks. There has not been such
obvious success in the reduction of task times for tasks that require evaluation and judgment, such as conflict resolution. Research on
conflict probes and other decision−support aids should anticipate the need to operate under conditions where the value of τC is critical
to the viability of the system.
.
5. Multiple Conflict Considerations
The workload analysis presented in the previous section focused upon the average sector loading and average sector workload.
However, an additional performance consideration arises with regard to the probability of simultaneous multiple conflicts. Prompt
resolution also allows more cost−effective maneuvers to be implemented (requiring less deviation from the user−preferred trajectory).
Several considerations make it undesirable for a sector controller to have more than one unresolved conflict at the same time. First,
there is the obvious result that the resolution of one conflict must be delayed while the other is being serviced. Delayed resolution is
less efficient and may decrease the typical margin of safety. Second, there is the increased probability of distraction, reduction in
situation awareness, and human error. This section will examine how the probability of simultaneous multiple conflicts depends upon
traffic densities.
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Traffic Density (AC/10000 NMI 3)
Figure 4.2. Effect of traffic density on sector loading variables and workload

Routine Workload Time Parameter, ?

τ S (sec)

Figure 4.3. Permitted traffic density (G=0.8 limit) as a function of task worlkoad parameters
5.1 Queueing Model for Conflict Resolution
If we view the controller as the server in a single−server queue and view conflicts as customers to be serviced, then classical
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single−server queuing equations can be used to estimate the probability that simultaneous conflict resolution tasks will arise. Assume
that the controller resolves conflicts sequentially and independently and that the average time required to resolve a conflict (to the
point of devising and communicating instructions to aircraft) is τR. (Note that τR is somewhat less than the τS parameter used in the
Schmidt model since τR includes only the time required to select and communicate the solution to the conflict whereas τS includes the
time required to monitor the selected resolution and return aircraft to their desired trajectories.) In the calculations which follow, we
will assume let the distribution of conflict resolution time be modeled as a simple exponential distribution,

The traffic intensity of a queue is the fraction of time that the server is busy. In this case the traffic intensity is λC τR. According to
single−server queueing theory, the probability that there are n unresolved conflicts present at any given time is

This is also the probability that a newly arrived conflict must wait for n previous conflicts to be resolved before receiving service.
Thus, the probability that there is no delay in the initiation of conflict resolution is p0 = 1 − λC τR. Figure 5.1 shows the probability of
the conflict queue length according to this model. (Note: For other values of τR, the abscissa can be scaled by a factor 40/τR.) It can be
seen that as λC increases, the probability of two or more simultaneous conflicts increases inexorably. Given the large number of
conflicts that must be resolved system−wide, even a small probability of conflict queueing can result in hundreds of multiple conflict
instances per year of ATM system operation. Depending upon the system design and performance criteria, this may impose a more
stringent limitation on traffic densities than the average workload criterion.
5.2 Multiple Server Queues
Adding additional servers is a standard technique for improving the performance of queueing systems. In the context of sector control,
one could envision control processes in which conflicts were allocated dynamically between adjacent sectors, thus allowing the less
busy controllers to assist a sector that was temporarily overloaded. In the case of conflict probes that look 15 or so minutes ahead,
conflicts in one sector will often be detected in an upstream sector. There is the potential for assigning the conflict resolution
responsibility from one sector to another, thus effectively bringing another server into the resolution process.
Insight into the value of adding additional servers can be inferred from the queueing performance of multi−server queues. Figure 5.2
shows the probability that an arriving customer will have to wait in the queue for systems with different numbers of servers. An
M/M/c queue is assumed in which all servers have the same service rate.
Note that adding servers can have a significant effect upon the probability of wait. However, the effect of adding only one or two
additional servers may not be dramatic when the traffic intensity is high. In an ATM system, it is doubtful that reallocation of
responsibility for conflicts could involve more than one or two other sectors. Thus, while reallocation would be beneficial, it may not
completely resolve the problem of multiple simultaneous conflicts.
6. Conclusions
The analysis presented provides quantitative models that suggest that:

• The variability in sector loading (number of aircraft in a sector) increases as traffic flow structure is relaxed.
• Variability in sector loading can reduce sector productivity by forcing the average loading to be kept further below the
maximum tolerable loading.

• The conflict rate experienced by the sector controller is often five or six times greater than the conflict rate experienced by
•
•

individual aircraft.
The sector controller workload intensity grows approximately as the square of traffic density whereas the traffic−related
workload of the aircrew grows linearly.
Simultaneous multiple conflicts will be a routine occurrence when traffic flow is not highly conditioned, and may impose a
limitation on the tolerable traffic loading.
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6.1 The Need for Productivity Increases
Traffic growth in a sectorized ATM system can be accommodated by a combination of increasing sector productivity and making
sectors smaller (thus increasing the number of sectors in the system). Making sectors smaller has the drawback that it produces an
increase in the controller work force, thus increasing the costs of ATM. A second and more fundamental difficulty arises from the fact
that there are practical limits to the minimum size of air traffic control sectors. If sectors become too small, the sector controller does
not have enough time (or airspace) to effect control actions, inter−sector coordination becomes more complex, and the transients
associated with hand−off begin to degrade the reliability of the system. Thus, sector productivity must eventually increase in order to
prevent the limitations of the sectorized system from becoming a barrier to traffic growth.
The traditional response to increasing traffic density is to institute more restrictive flow control and flow structure. Because of the
costs and inefficiencies that result, the aviation community in the United States has made a commitment to avoid this response. A
preferable solution is to increase sector productivity through automation support and decision−support tools. This can be important to
the progress of free flight in the near term. However, as the analysis has shown, reasonable assumptions regarding the amount of
workload relief provided by decision− support tools leads to the conclusion that only limited growth can be accommodated by this
means. A transition to new ways of providing air traffic control services will be required in the foreseeable future.

Sector Conflict Rate, λ (per hr)
Figure 5.1. Probability for the number of conflicts simultaneously unresolved assuming that a conflict has just arisen
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Queueing Traffic Intensity
Figure 5.2. The probability that a customer must wait for service is decreased when multiple servers are available.
One avenue for exploration is the use of more dynamic allocation of controller resources through use of dynamic sector boundaries or
dynamic distribution of workload among a wider team of human controllers. Such concepts are not well supported by the current ATM
infrastructure and procedures, but may prove useful in the future.
Another potential solution to the dilemma is suggested by the finding that the conflict rate experienced by aircrews is tolerable at
densities at which the sector controller workload cannot be supported. This means that much greater traffic densities could be tolerated
if the sector controller can be relieved of routine conflict resolution tasks. This suggests a system in which automation analyzes
trajectories and suggests resolution actions while the involved aircrews serve as the human monitors of the result. In effect, such an
approach would escape the single−server queue limitations of sectorized control by introducing a multi−server queuing process.
Because of the long lead times associated with the infrastructure improvements and the development of ATM automation, the
necessary work to prepare for this breakthrough should begin now. With foresight and sufficient preparation for the future, our ATM
systems should be able to provide safe and efficient service to airspace users for decades to come.
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